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Abstract Acoustic metronomes and visual targets have
been used in rehabilitation practice to improve pathological
gait. In addition, they may be instrumental in evaluating
and training instantaneous gait adjustments. The aim of this
study was to compare the efficacy of two cue types in
inducing gait adjustments, viz. acoustic temporal cues in
the form of metronome beeps and visual spatial cues in the
form of projected stepping stones. Twenty healthy elderly
(aged 63.2 ± 3.6 years) were recruited to walk on an
instrumented treadmill at preferred speed and cadence,
paced by either metronome beeps or projected stepping
stones. Gait adaptations were induced using two manipu-
lations: by perturbing the sequence of cues and by imposing
switches from one cueing type to the other. Responses to
these manipulations were quantified in terms of step-length
and step-time adjustments, the percentage correction
achieved over subsequent steps, and the number of steps
required to restore the relation between gait and the beeps
or stepping stones. The results showed that perturbations in
a sequence of stepping stones were overcome faster than
those in a sequence of metronome beeps. In switching
trials, switching from metronome beeps to stepping stones
was achieved faster than vice versa, indicating that gait was
influenced more strongly by the stepping stones than the
metronome beeps. Together these results revealed that,
in healthy elderly, the stepping stones induced gait
adjustments more effectively than did the metronome
beeps. Potential implications for the use of metronome
beeps and stepping stones in gait rehabilitation practice are
discussed.
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Introduction
Acoustic and visual cues have been used in rehabilitation
practice to improve pathological gait, predominantly by
means of metronome beeps and markers fixed on the floor,
respectively. For metronomes, immediate and carry-over
effects (i.e., from walking with to walking without cues)
have been reported for walking speed, cadence, stride
length, and/or symmetry of gait in patients with, for
example, a cerebrovascular accident, Parkinson’s disease,
and traumatic brain injury (Ford et al. 2010; Hurt et al.
1998; McIntosh et al. 1997; Nieuwboer et al. 2007;
Roerdink et al. 2007; Suteerawattananon et al. 2004; Thaut
et al. 1997, 2007). Fixed markers on the floor, e.g., stripes
or stepping stones, have been reported to increase stride
length, walking velocity, and symmetry of gait in Parkin-
sonian patients in particular (Martin 1967; Morris et al.
1994, 1996; Lewis et al. 2000; Suteerawattananon et al.
2004).
The abovementioned studies primarily focused on cue-
related improvements in gait characteristics, whereas the
potential of metronomes and spatial targets for evaluation
and training of instantaneous gait adaptations has received
little attention. This is unfortunate for two reasons: (1) gait
adaptability, loosely defined as one’s ability to modify gait
(e.g., to avoid an obstacle, to change speed or direction, or
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to negotiate in cluttered terrain), is often impaired in
pathological gait (e.g., Den Otter et al. 2005; Hofstad et al.
2006; Roerdink et al. 2009) and (2) restoration of gait
adaptability has been associated with a lower fall risk
(Weerdesteyn et al. 2006). In two recent studies, metro-
nomes were successfully exploited to evaluate gait adapt-
ability in stroke patients by using rhythm perturbations
(Pelton et al. 2010; Roerdink et al. 2009). Specifically,
those studies illustrated that external rhythms may, next to
improving gait characteristics (Roerdink et al. 2007; Thaut
et al. 2007), also be used to identify deficits in gait
adaptability. Moreover, perturbation of the frequency or
phasing of the metronome rhythm may provide a fruitful
tool to train gait adaptability in rehabilitation (as discussed
in Roerdink et al. 2009).
The present study was designed to compare two cueing
types (an acoustic metronome and visual spatial targets)
with respect to their relative efficacy in triggering instan-
taneous gait adjustments. So far, no firm statement can be
made in this regard (Lim et al. 2005; Rubinstein et al.
2002), mainly due to methodological limitations related to
overground walking. First, gait examination during over-
ground walking is typically limited to a small number of
strides, capturing just a fragment of gait attuned to the
particular type of cues. Hence, the coordination between
gait and those cues cannot be assessed reliably. Second,
metronomes and spatial targets typically affect different
aspects of gait during overground walking: metronomes
explicitly prescribe cadence, whereas spatial targets
explicitly prescribe step length. Although these explicit
prescriptions may implicitly affect other gait parameters as
well (e.g., constraining cadence may also affect step length
and walking velocity), variations in these resulting gait
parameter relations (Bertram and Ruina 2001) render direct
comparisons problematic. Despite recent attempts (e.g.,
Amatachaya et al. 2009; Suteerawattananon et al. 2004),
these limitations have hampered the examination of the
relative effects of available cueing types on pathological
gait.
To overcome these methodological limitations, our
comparisons were based on treadmill walking. Using a
treadmill, a relatively large number of steps could be
examined in relation to metronome beeps or stepping
stones. At the same time, the discrepancy between the two
types of cues in terms of the prescribed gait parameters was
circumvented by imposing a fixed walking speed. Because
walking velocity (v), step frequency (f), and step length
(l) are related according to v = f 9 l, prescription of the
step frequency (by means of an acoustic metronome)
implicitly prescribes step length as well if a fixed walking
speed is imposed. Conversely, if walking speed is fixed,
prescription of step length (by means of projected stepping
stones) also determines step frequency. Hence, we were
able to invoke the same requirements with regard to gait
parameters (viz. walking velocity, step frequency, and step
length) for either type of cues.
We examined a group of healthy elderly in the same age
range as most patients involved in gait rehabilitation
training. The relative efficacy of metronome beeps and
stepping stones in inducing instantaneous gait adjustments
was assessed. To this end, we examined two types of
manipulations: perturbations of the sequence of cues and
switches from one cueing type to the other. In perturbation
trials, the sequence of metronome beeps or stepping stones
was perturbed by suddenly changing a particular interval
between subsequent cues. The time needed to overcome
those perturbations indicates the efficacy of the specific
cues to elicit the required gait adaptation. In switching
trials, participants were instructed to switch voluntarily
from coordination with metronome beeps to coordination
with stepping stones, or vice versa. These switches required
a gait adjustment, because the two cueing sequences were
phase-shifted with respect to one another. The time needed
to perform the switch provides a relative index of the
degree to which gait is influenced by the specific cueing
type (Kelso et al. 1988), allowing for comparison of the
ease with which the steps were tuned to either metronome
beeps or stepping stones.
To restore coordination with the cues after either type of
manipulation, participants had to adapt gait by briefly
accelerating or decelerating their steps, requiring instanta-
neous changes in both step length and step time. Because
visual information has been argued to be the most impor-
tant and ecologically salient source of information for
walking (under normal circumstances, for individuals
without visual impairments; Hollands et al. 2002; Kennedy
et al. 2003; Patla 1997), we hypothesized that stepping
stones would induce such self-initiated gait adjustments
more effectively than metronome beeps. Previous research
indicated that voluntary acceleration and deceleration of
steps differed with regard to their dependence on specific
neural mechanisms (associated with corticospinal pathways
vs. supraspinal structures; Varraine et al. 2000). Therefore,
perturbation and switching manipulations were configured
in such a way that both longer-step and shorter-step
responses (i.e., requiring instantaneous lengthening or
shortening, respectively, of both step time and step length)
were induced by either type of manipulation (see Methods
below). This general method to delineate relative difficul-
ties or deficits in particular step adjustment strategies has
been pursued successfully in recent experiments on rhythm
perturbations (Pelton et al. 2010; Roerdink et al. 2009) and
obstacle avoidance (e.g., Den Otter et al. 2005; Hofstad
et al. 2006; Weerdesteyn et al. 2005a, b). Based on the
results of these behavioral studies, we expected that also in
our experiment participants would show more difficulty in
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gait adaptations requiring a shorter-step response (i.e.,
requiring a shortening of both step time and step length).
Methods
Subjects
After providing informed consent, twenty healthy elderly
(10 women; age: 63.2 ± 3.6 years) participated in the
study, which was approved by the local ethics committee.
Participants were excluded if they reported cardiovascular
or cardiopulmonary problems, orthopedic conditions, use
of walking aids, any other condition that limits mobility,
and/or uncorrected visual or auditory impairment.
Apparatus
A treadmill with a large force platform embedded (Force-
Link, Culemborg, the Netherlands) was used, allowing for
online detection of gait events (e.g., heel strike, midstance)
and gait characteristics (e.g., cadence, step length)
(Roerdink et al. 2008). The instrumented treadmill was
equipped with custom-made software for presentation of
metronome beeps and stepping stones contingent upon
online gait registrations (Roerdink 2008). During all trials,
a long projection board (1.80 m) with the same appearance
as the treadmill surface was attached to the front of the
treadmill (Fig. 1). In the stepping stones conditions, 4–5
stepping stones (dimensions: shoe length by 30 cm) were
projected on the projection board and treadmill, such that
the upcoming stepping stones were visible to the partici-
pant (Fig. 1). The speed at which the stepping stones
approached the participant corresponded to the belt speed.
The stepping stones were presented to the left and right to
cue left and right footfalls, respectively. In the metronome
conditions, computer-generated rhythmic acoustic stimuli
were administered through earphones to cue the left
(440 Hz) and right (1,000 Hz) footfalls.
Procedure
Familiarization
Participants first practiced walking on the treadmill for at
least 10 min to warrant similar gait characteristics to
overground walking (Parvataneni et al. 2009; Wass et al.
2005). For each participant, the most comfortable treadmill
walking speed (CTWS) was determined (4.5 ± 0.3 km/h).
Next, participants practiced walking with either cueing
type (metronome or stepping stones; order counterbalanced
over participants). Cues were presented at seven frequen-
cies (ranging from 77.5 to 122.5% of the preferred cadence
at CTWS, in steps of 7.5%; presented in random order) for
36 strides each, separated by approximately 15 s of uncued
walking.
Perturbation trials
Belt speed was set at the participant’s CTWS. For each
individual trial, the preferred cadence was determined
online based on the last three strides (i.e., six steps) of
uncued walking. Next, metronome beeps or stepping stones
corresponding to the participant’s preferred cadence/step
length were presented for about 25 s. At a random time
instant after 8–12 s of cued walking, a perturbation was
applied to the sequence of cues. Participants were
instructed to neutralize the effects of the perturbation as
fast as possible by adjusting gait.
For the metronome condition, the perturbation entailed a
sudden temporal shift of ±1/6th of the interval between
consecutive ipsilateral beeps (Tcue), resulting in a ?60
(phase delay) or -60 (phase advance) shift of all sub-
sequent beeps. Gait adjustment was required to restore
synchronization with the metronome: typically a longer-
step response (a temporarily larger step time and step
length) for a ?60 phase shift and a shorter-step response
(a temporarily smaller step time and step length) for a
-60 phase shift (Roerdink et al. 2009). For the stepping
Fig. 1 Overview of the experimental setup (i.e., stepping stones
condition)
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stones condition (in which multiple upcoming stepping
stones were visible), phase-delay perturbations were
administered by temporarily arresting the stepping stones
at the predicted time instant of heel strike (tHS,predicted) and
resuming their movement after Tcue/6 (equivalent to a
displacement of 1/6th of the stride length). The -60 phase
shift was realized by suddenly displacing the projected
stepping stones in the direction toward the participant over
a distance of 1/6th of the stride length at Tcue/6 before
tHS,predicted. Thus, perturbations in metronome beeps and
stepping stones conditions were compatible in terms of
timing, size, and unpredictability. Figure 2a, d provide a
schematic of these perturbations (videos of representative
trials of these different conditions are available in Online
Resource 1).
Phase-delay and phase-advance perturbations were
delivered to the left or right foot. The trials were grouped in
‘cueing type’ blocks (order counterbalanced over partici-
pants). Four trials were conducted for each condition,
yielding 16 perturbation trials per cueing type block (2 [left
vs. right foot] 9 2 [phase advance vs. phase delay] 9 4
repetitions). In addition, each block comprised three
dummy trials, in which no perturbation was administered.
Within the cueing type blocks, trials were presented in
random order.
Switching trials
Belt speed was set at the participant’s CTWS. For each
trial, the preferred cadence was determined online based on
the last three strides of uncued walking. The participant
continued walking, now paced by either metronome beeps
or stepping stones at this preferred cadence. At a random
time instant after 8–12 s of cued walking, cues of the other
+60°Tcue
a Phase delay perturbation in the sequence of metronome beeps
−1.5s −1.0s −0.5s 0s 0.5s 1.0s 1.5s 2.0s 2.5s 3.0s
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60° φ
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c %Corr
S
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0%
25%
50%
75%
100%
d
−1.5m −1.0m −0.5m 0m 0.5m 1.0m 1.5m 2.0m 2.5m 3.0m
Phase delay perturbation in the sequence of stepping stones
+60°
Y
cue
Relative phasee
S
−3 S−2 S−1 S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
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60° φ
φ*
f %Corr
S
−3 S−2 S−1 S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
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Fig. 2 Schematic representation of phase-delay (?60 phase shifts)
perturbations in the sequence of metronome beeps (a gray and black
thick lines indicate metronome onsets and thin line segments
represent beeps if the perturbation would not have occurred) and
stepping stones (d gray and black patches indicate projected stepping
stones and the partly occluded white patches represent stepping stones
if the perturbation would not have occurred). For both cueing
conditions, representative gait events are indicated by diamond
markers (representing time instants of heel strike and the center
position of the foot in a and d, respectively). In this schematic
representation, belt speed was 1.0 m/s, so m in (d) is comparable to
s in (a). b and e depict corresponding relative phase time series / and
/* for S-3 to S5 for metronome and stepping stones conditions,
respectively; note that in (e) / & /*. c and f depict associated %Corr
for S0–S5 for metronome and stepping stones conditions, respectively.
See text for further details
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type were added for another 20 s with a phase shift of ±90
with respect to the initial cues. Participants were instructed
to match their steps with the new cues as fast as possible,
which typically required a gait adjustment of -90
(shorter-step response) or ?90 (longer-step response).
Two switching directions were examined: from stepping
stones to metronome beeps (StoM) and vice versa (MtoS).
To avoid that the stepping stones would be ignored after
the switch in StoM conditions (which would result in an
unfair comparison with condition MtoS, in which the
metronome beeps could not be ignored), participants were
instructed to keep on looking at the belt throughout all
trials (i.e., irrespective of switching direction). Participants
lightly touched the handrails at a marked position to pre-
vent positional changes on the treadmill, which would
affect the phasing between the two types of cues. The StoM
and MtoS switching directions are visualized in Online
Resource 2.
Eight trials were conducted for each switching direction
(StoM and MtoS), four for each phase shift (-90 and
?90). These 16 trials were presented in four blocks,
containing one trial of each condition presented in random
order. These blocks were conducted after the perturbation
trials had been completed.
Data analysis
For each trial, the relative phase / (in ) between gait and
the cues was calculated for each step on the basis of online
registered gait event data. The gait events in question (viz.,
heel strikes and midstances) were derived from center-of-
pressure (COP) characteristics (for more details, see
Roerdink et al. 2008). The fixed relationship between belt
speed, cadence, and step length enabled us to determine /
in a compatible manner for both cueing conditions (cf.
Fig. 2b, e). Specifically, for the metronome conditions, /
was defined as / = 360  (tcue - tHS)/Tcue, with tcue (in
ms) denoting the time instant of beep onset, tHS denoting
the time instant of the corresponding heel strike, and Tcue
denoting the time interval between consecutive ipsilateral
beeps (Roerdink et al. 2007). For the stepping stones
conditions, / was determined in a similar manner by
relating foot position (fore-aft COP position at midstance)
to the center position of the stepping stone. Thus, after
replacing time instants t by positions (on the treadmill)
y (in mm), / = 360  (ycue - yfoot)/Ycue, with ycue and
yfoot denoting the fore-aft coordinates of the centers of the
stepping stone and the corresponding foot, respectively,
and Ycue the distance between consecutive ipsilateral
stepping stones.
For each trial, pre-manipulation (i.e., pre-perturbation or
pre-switch) coordination between gait and cues was
quantified, using the five strides immediately preceding the
perturbation or switch. Specifically, we quantified pre-
manipulation coordination in terms of the mean relative
phase (/pre), its standard deviation (r/;pre), and the
cumulative phase error (PE; defined as the sum of suc-
cessive increments/decrements in /: large values of |PE|
indicate the presence of systematic drift or ‘phase wrap-
ping’). Post-manipulation performance was quantified
by means of /post and r/;post, as obtained for the post-
manipulation window of five strides for which |PE| was
minimal. Trials were excluded from analysis if (a) gait was
not sufficiently matched to the pacing frequency prior to
the manipulation (|PEpre| [ 54, corresponding to a
drift [ |15%| of the stride cycle); (b) the initial response
was in the wrong direction (|/| [ (|D/| ? 45) for more
than one step, with D/ representing the phase shift, i.e.,
±60 or ±90 for perturbation or switching trials, respec-
tively); (c) the post-manipulation relative phase deviated
considerably from the required relative phase (for pertur-
bation trials: /post  /pre



 [ 45, implying unsuccessful
return to the pre-perturbation phase relation; for switching
trials: /post



 [ 45, implying unsuccessful adjustment to
the new cues (/post here represents the phase relation with
the new cues)); or (d) no stable post-manipulation coordi-
nation was achieved (there was no post-manipulation epi-
sode of at least 6 consecutive steps during which / fell
within its reference range; see running window analysis
below). Based on these criteria, 40 perturbation (6%) and
80 switching (25%) trials were excluded. The distribution
of these trials varied markedly over the cueing type con-
ditions (Table 1).
A running window analysis was performed to determine
the number of steps required to achieve stable post-manip-
ulation synchronization to the cues (Nreturn for perturbation
trials and Nswitch for switching trials). For each post-manip-
ulation window of three steps, mean relative phase / was
calculated. For perturbation trials, Nreturn corresponded to the
first window for which / fell within the reference range
/post  1:96  r/;pre and stayed within this range for at least
Table 1 Distribution of excluded trials over conditions
Perturbation condition Switching condition
Conditions Number
of trials
v2(1) Conditions Number
of trials
v2(1)
M/S 36/4 8.5** StoM/MtoS 73/7 45.4**
?60/-60 21/19 0.03 ?90/-90 28/52 6.0*
Significant v2-values indicate that excluded trials are unevenly dis-
tributed over conditions
M refers to the metronome condition, while S refers to the stepping
stones condition
* P \ .05, ** P \ .01
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six consecutive windows. Nreturn was equated with the mid-
dle step of this first window. A similar analysis was per-
formed to determine Nswitch for switching trials, albeit that
the reference range for the new cueing type was based on
mean r/;pre as obtained for the pre-switch parts of the eight
trials in the reverse switching condition.
The time course of gait adjustments to restore coordi-
nation after perturbations or to match steps with the new,
phase-shifted cues in switching trials was further quantified
by means of the percentage correction of the phase error
(%Corr) for the 20 steps following the manipulation (Chen
et al. 2006; Pelton et al. 2010; Roerdink et al. 2009). First,
/ was determined for steps S-10 to S20, in which S0 rep-
resents the step corresponding to the onset of the manip-
ulation and S±n represents the nth step preceding or
following S0. Subsequently, / was normalized (yielding /*)
by subtracting baseline / (obtained for S-10 to S-1), so that
D/ at S0 was ±60 (perturbation trials) or ±90 (switching
trials). This was necessary in view of the phase lead typi-
cally observed for acoustically paced walking (McIntosh
et al. 1997; Pelton et al. 2010; Roerdink et al. 2009). Then,
for each nth step after the perturbation, %Corr was defined
as: %Corr(n) = 100%  (/*(S0) - /*(Sn))/D/, with D/
= ±60 (see also Fig. 2c, f). Likewise, for the switching
trials, %Corr relative to the new cues (%Corrnew) was
calculated for S1–S20, with D/ = ±90.
Supplementary to the analyses in terms of relative phase,
for the perturbation trials also temporal (step time) and spatial
(step length) gait parameters were quantified to establish how
gait was adjusted in the 20 post-perturbation steps (S1–S20) to
restore coordination with the cues. To facilitate comparison
between trials and participants, step times and step lengths
were normalized to the step time and step length as prescribed
by the sequence of cues. Specifically, normalized step time
was defined as Tstep = 100%  (tHS,n?1 - tHS,n)/(0.5*Tcue),
while normalized step length was defined as
Ystep = 100%  (yfoot,n?1 - yfoot,n)/(0.5*Ycue), in which tHS,0
and yfoot,0 denote the time instant of the heel strike and the
fore-aft position of the foot corresponding to the onset of the
perturbation, respectively, and n denotes step number (ranging
from 0 to 20).
Statistical analysis
In view of empty cells resulting from the exclusion criteria,
perturbation data of one participant and switching data of six
participants were excluded from statistical analysis. For the
remaining participants, Tstep, Ystep, %Corr, and %Corrnew
were averaged per condition, for each Sn. The time course of
the response was examined by subjecting Tstep, Ystep, %Corr,
and %Corrnew to a 20 (post-manipulation step number;
Sn) 9 2 (cueing type: metronome vs. stepping stones; or
switching direction: StoM vs. MtoS) 9 2 (phase shift:
advance vs. delay) repeated-measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA). Because this analysis was conducted to examine
the time course of gait adaptation, only effects that involved
the factor step-number were reported. For the time-inde-
pendent measures Nreturn and Nswitch, the median values (to
reduce the influence of outliers) per condition were subjected
to a 2 (cueing type or switching direction) 9 2 (phase shift)
repeated-measures ANOVA. Degrees of freedom were
adjusted in case the sphericity assumption was violated
(Field 2005). Effect size was quantified as g2p. For significant
interaction effects (P \ .05), post hoc analyses were per-
formed using two-tailed paired-samples t tests, using the
modified Bonferroni test (Keppel 1991). Values are pre-
sented as mean ± standard deviation.
Results
Perturbation
For both Tstep and Ystep, a significant main effect of step
number was observed (F(3.48,62.64) = 5.02, P \ .05,
g2p = .22 and F(4.23,76.21) = 3.41, P \ .05, g
2
p = .16,
respectively), as well as interactions between phase shift and
step number (F(2.58,46.52) = 174.65, P \ .001, g2p = .91
and F(3.14,56.44) = 141.75, P \ .001, g2p = .89, respec-
tively), cueing type and step number (F(4.29,77.26) = 5.34,
P \ .001, g2p = .23 and F(4.74,85.24) = 5.28, P \ .001,
g2p = .23, respectively), and cueing type, phase shift, and step
number (F(3.68,66.25) = 29.15, P \ .001, g2p = .62 and
F(4.75,85.54) = 58.14, P \ .001, g2p = .76, respectively).
Post hoc analysis of the three-way interactions revealed that
phase-delay and phase-advance perturbations induced dif-
ferent step adjustment responses. As can be appreciated from
Fig. 3, phase-advance perturbations (-60 phase shift)
induced a decrease in step time and step length (i.e., a shorter-
step response; Tstep and Ystep \ 100%), whereas phase-delay
perturbations (?60 phase shift) induced an increase in step
time and step length (i.e., a longer-step response; Tstep and
Ystep [ 100%). For the stepping stones condition, the differ-
ence between the responses to the phase-advance and phase-
delay perturbations was significant for S1–4 and S1–3 for Tstep
and Ystep, respectively, whereas for the metronome condition it
was significant for S1–5 and S1–6 for Tstep and Ystep, respec-
tively.1 Moreover, the time course and magnitude of these step
1 In addition, some significant differences were obtained at higher
step numbers for both Tstep and Ystep. However, these differences
varied in sign and were all smaller than 2.5% of the prescribed step
time and length, respectively. Therefore, these additional post hoc
results were considered immaterial for the interpretation of the three-
way interaction.
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adjustments differed between metronome beeps and stepping
stones conditions (Fig. 3, open symbols). Specifically, in the
stepping stones conditions, the initial step-time and step-
length adjustments were larger and occurred faster than in the
metronome conditions, where step adjustments took place in a
more gradual fashion.
Figure 4a, b presents individual and mean relative phase
responses to the applied perturbation manipulations for all
participants included in the statistical analysis. As can be
appreciated from these figures, the stepping stones were
more effective in inducing step adjustments than were the
metronome beeps. Indeed, Nreturn was significantly smaller
for the stepping stones condition (2.9 ± 1.1 steps) than for
the metronome condition (6.4 ± 1.5 steps), F(1,18) =
87.45, P \ .001, g2p = .83 (cf. Fig. 4a, b).
For %Corr, a significant main effect of step number,
F(19,342) = 218.09, P \ .001, g2p = .78, and interactions
between cueing type and step number, F(19,342) =
122.30, P \ .001, g2p = .87, and cueing type, phase shift,
and step number, F(19,342) = 3.76, P \ .001, g2p = .17,
were obtained. Post hoc analysis of the three-way inter-
action revealed significant changes in %Corr with step
number for all conditions, reflecting successful gait adap-
tation over a number of steps (Fig. 5a). For both pertur-
bation directions, %Corr was significantly larger in the
stepping stones condition than in the metronome condition
in the first 13 steps, except for S10 and S12 after -60 and
?60 phase shifts, respectively (Fig. 5a). Only in the
stepping stones condition, the direction of the phase shift
significantly affected %Corr, with %Corr at S1 and S10
being larger for phase-delay than phase-advance perturba-
tions (Fig. 5a, open symbols).
Switching
Nswitch was significantly smaller for MtoS (6.7 ± 2.9 steps)
than for StoM switches (9.3 ± 3.1 steps), F(1,13) = 5.20,
P \ .05, g2p = .29 (cf. Fig. 4c, d). For %Corrnew, the effect of
step number, F(2.5,32.6) = 116.02, P \ .001, g2p = .90, and
the interactions between switching direction and step number,
F(2.7,34.6) = 16.07, P \ .001,g2p = .55, phase shift and step
number, F(2.6,33.7) = 4.19, P \ .05, g2p = .24, and switch-
ing direction, phase shift, and step number, F(2.5,31.9) =
7.61, P \ .001, g2p = .37, were significant.
Post hoc analysis of the three-way interaction revealed
an evolution toward coordination with the new, phase-
shifted cues with step number for all conditions (Fig. 5b).
In the first five steps following the introduction of the new
cueing type, %Corrnew was larger for MtoS than for StoM
conditions, irrespective of the sign of the phase shift
(Fig. 5b). However, for both conditions, the subsequent
time course of the switch was affected by the direction of
the phase shift: in StoM conditions, %Corrnew was larger
after ?90 than after -90 phase shifts (S3), whereas the
opposite was observed for MtoS switches (S3, S4; Fig. 5b,
open symbols). Whereas the value of %Corrnew around
which steady post-switch coordination was realized (S10–
S20) was independent of the direction of the phase shift in
the MtoS conditions, it was affected by the direction of the
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Fig. 3 Mean normalized step
times (a, Tstep) and step lengths
(b, Ystep) for S1–S20 for the
perturbation conditions. Note
that following phase-advance
(-60) perturbations, a shorter-
step response was observed
(with both Tstep and
Ystep \ 100% regardless of the
cueing type); after phase-delay
(?60) perturbations, a longer-
step response was observed
(with both Tstep and
Ystep [ 100% regardless of the
cueing type). For both phase-
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phase shift in the StoM conditions: after ?90 and -90
phase shifts %Corrnew was 83.0 ± 13.7% and 109.0 ±
8.6%, respectively, which corresponded to average gait
adjustments of 75 and 98 (Fig. 5b). These under- and
overcompensations for StoM switches simply reflected a
consistent tendency to time the steps in advance of the
metronome beeps (cf. /* [ 0 in Fig. 4c; see also McIntosh
et al. 1997; Pelton et al. 2010; Roerdink et al. 2007, 2009).
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Discussion
This study assessed the relative efficacy of metronome
beeps and stepping stones in inducing gait adaptations in
healthy elderly. Since in particular visual information has
been argued to comprise important and salient information
for the control of walking (Hollands et al. 2002; Kennedy
et al. 2003; Patla 1997), we expected that stepping stones
would be more effective in triggering gait adjustments than
metronome beeps. This was indeed the case. First, the
results of the perturbation trials revealed that coordination
with the cues was restored more rapidly in the stepping
stones conditions than in the metronome conditions, as
indicated by a smaller Nreturn and a larger %Corr over the
first steps2 following the perturbation (Figs. 4a, b, and 5a).
The associated analyses of step-time and step-length
adjustments showed that after phase-delay (phase-advance)
perturbations both step lengths and step times were elon-
gated (shortened) over subsequent steps, irrespective of the
type of cues. However, adjustments in step length and step
time were larger and occurred faster following perturba-
tions in a sequence of stepping stones than following per-
turbations in a sequence of metronome beeps (Fig. 3a, b).
Second, the results of the switching trials revealed that
adequate adaptation to the new, phase-shifted cues was
achieved faster when switching from metronome beeps to
stepping stones (MtoS) than vice versa (StoM), as evi-
denced by a smaller Nswitch and a larger %Corrnew over the
first steps following the introduction of the stepping stones
(Figs. 4c, d, and 5b). Third, the distribution of excluded
trials (Table 1) indicated that participants had less diffi-
culty with post-manipulation adaptation to stepping stones
than to metronome beeps. Together, these converging
findings supported the hypothesis that, in healthy elderly,
gait adjustments were induced more effectively by the
stepping stones than by the metronome beeps.
The fact that spatial positions were presented for the
required foot placement positions may be the key to
understanding why gait adaptations were more effective in
response to the visual stepping stones. Hollands and col-
leagues (Chapman and Hollands 2010; Hollands et al.
1995; Hollands and Marple-Horvat 2001) demonstrated a
tight link between gaze and foot placement in young and
elderly adults walking on stepping stone targets. Their
results suggested that vision was predominantly used in a
feedforward manner to guide and regulate stepping
movements. Since the stepping stones functioned as visual
targets, they may thus have provided a strong reference for
controlling, and thereby influencing, gait.
Furthermore, our results testified to the potential of
perturbations in a sequence of cues for evaluating and
training gait adjustments, most compellingly so for the
stepping stones. %Corr was found to be larger following
phase-delay than phase-advance shifts of the stepping
stones, in particular for the first step after the perturbation
(open symbols at S1 in Fig. 5a). Thus, in this sample of
healthy elderly, longer-step responses (required after
phase-delay perturbations) were more effective than
shorter-step responses (required after phase-advance per-
turbations). This difference in the ability to accelerate and
decelerate steps3 is in line with recent obstacle crossing
findings (Weerdesteyn et al. 2005a, b), demonstrating an
increasing proportion of longer-step over shorter-step
responses with progressing age. Similarly, stroke patients
show a preference for longer-step responses during obsta-
cle crossing (Den Otter et al. 2005) and in response to
rhythm perturbations in acoustically paced walking
(Roerdink et al. 2009).
Interestingly, the preference for step lengthening over
step shortening may provide a window into the underlying
mechanisms of step adjustments and deficits therein. Var-
raine et al. (2000) showed that step shortening relies
heavily on controlling the pendular movement of the swing
leg via corticospinal pathways, whereas step lengthening is
realized predominantly by an increase in propulsive forces,
presumably via supraspinal structures (viz. mesencephalic
and subthalamic locomotor regions). Although there are
indications that these two mechanisms are non-exclusive
(i.e., rapid step shortening might also involve the modu-
lation of push-off forces (Hase and Stein 1998), whereas
step lengthening was found to be partly realized by an
increase in swing duration (Varraine et al. 2000)), their
relative contributions clearly differ between the two gait
adjustment strategies. As such, delineation of the relative
contribution of these step adjustment mechanisms may be
relevant from a clinical point of view. Indeed, recent results
showed that stroke patients had more difficulty initiating
gait adjustments with the paretic than with the non-paretic
leg (Pelton et al. 2010), in particular when shorter-step
responses were required (Roerdink et al. 2009). This is
congruent with the fact that corticospinal pathways pro-
jecting to the paretic side are typically impaired in stroke
patients.
This example shows that examining recovery charac-
teristics following perturbations in a sequence of cues may
2 In this context, in particular the differences in %Corr between the
cueing conditions over the first 6 steps are noteworthy, because the
differences obtained for S7–S13 seemed to be due to an overcorrection
in the visual cueing condition, which was gradually absorbed in
subsequent steps.
3 Note that this difficulty to accelerate the steps was also discernable
in the switching trials. More trials were excluded when a shorter-step
response was required to establish synchronization with the new,
phase-shifted cues (i.e., for the -90 shift; Table 1).
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be indicative of specific gait adjustment deficits, the iden-
tification of which may be instrumental in constructing
tailored gait training programs in physical therapy or
rehabilitation practice. Evidently, the ability to adjust gait
in response to (changes in) the environment is important
for everyday life ambulation, such as adjusting foot
placement to avoid clutter or increasing speed while
crossing the street when the traffic light changes to red—it
represents functional and adaptive walking and relates to
fall risk (e.g., Weerdesteyn et al. 2006). Eliciting gait
adjustments by perturbing cueing sequences during tread-
mill walking may provide a fruitful means to train this
ability in a safe and controlled environment in physical
therapy or rehabilitation practice. In other words, this set-
ting may be used to create a functional, task-oriented, and
repetitive practice environment for training gait adjust-
ments early in rehabilitation, allowing for the use of
weight-bearing and/or handrail support (cf. Roerdink
2008). The observation that gait adjustments in healthy
elderly were elicited more effectively with stepping stones
than metronome beeps suggests that such a functional form
of gait training would fare best using this cueing type.
An additional advantage of the use of visual stepping
stones in functional gait training resides in their potential to
influence gaze behavior. Often, gaze behavior is deterio-
rated in groups with elevated fall risks, leading to less
accurate foot placement (Chapman and Hollands 2006,
2007). For example, elderly with high fall risk often adopt
a potentially hazardous gaze strategy when challenged with
multiple obstacles or stepping targets in the walkway,
demonstrating premature gaze transfers before the ongoing
step is completed (Chapman and Hollands 2007). In other
words, high-risk elderly prioritize the planning of future
steps over the accurate execution of ongoing steps
(Chapman and Hollands 2006), which may contribute to
trips and falls in cluttered environments. The use of
(perturbations in the presentation of) visual stepping
stones—as presented in the present study—in combination
with tailored therapeutic instructions may be instrumental
in training effective and safe gaze behavior during
everyday ambulation, thereby putatively lowering fall risk.
Switching trials were included in the present study to
directly assess the relative efficacy of the two cueing types
to modify gait, although—in contrast to the perturba-
tions—the applicability of the switching paradigm for gait
rehabilitation training seems limited. The results of the
switching trials were straightforward and consistent with
the hypothesis: switches from metronome beeps to step-
ping stones were faster than vice versa (Figs. 4c, d, and
5b). Note that the uneven distribution of excluded trials in
the switching conditions (Table 1) indicated that the
stepping stones were more likely to induce the intended
response than the metronome beeps, a difference probably
related to the salience of the distinction between cues for
left and right footfalls (viz. spatial difference between the
stepping stones vs. difference in pitch between the met-
ronome beeps). This salience issue notwithstanding, a
significant proportion of the excluded trials (18%) were
due to small positional changes on the treadmill that
occurred after the introduction of the new, phase-shifted
cues. This allowed the participant to match footfalls to
both the metronome beeps and the stepping stones simul-
taneously. Although these positional changes were of
course undesirable in our experiment, their occurrence
seems to indicate a strong preference (of at least some
participants) to coordinate gait with both cues at the same
time. Hence, it is conceivable that the beneficial effects of
either cueing type on gait (Ford et al. 2010; Hurt et al.
1998; Lewis et al. 2000; Martin 1967; McIntosh et al.
1997; Morris et al. 1994, 1996; Nieuwboer et al. 2007;
Roerdink et al. 2007; Suteerawattananon et al. 2004; Thaut
et al. 1997, 2007) may be amplified if these cues are
presented simultaneously.
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